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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
We're just about to start class -- in a couple more minutes!   

  

Comment:  
Oh boy!   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson:  
Good afternoon, Miss Amanda!!! We're here and I think we're ready.   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Good afternoon!!   

  

Comment:  
Hi Mrs. Matheson!   

  

Comment:  
Hi Mrs. Matheson’s class   

  

Comment:  
Hi Mrs. Matheson and class   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
First, we were at our awards ceremony and see that we have NX. Would you give us brief 

description about where she is   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Sure! Yes, it's been a very exciting day, switching to NX cam. She is in A2 -- which is at the "top 

of the hill". NX was not in this flight pen before, but when she was young, she was in the 

corner of it in her nest.   

  

Comment:  
Hi kids! I'm here in Massachusetts waiting for the class to begin!   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
We see her 'bumpers'! -that is to protect her, correct?   
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Yes, that's right! We're being cautious and protecting those "wrists" of hers. These bumpers are 

pretty strong, so she won't pick them off.   

  

Comment:  
Hi kids!!! - Hi Mrs. Matheson!!!!!   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
We are anxious to hear how Gus is doing. We see from his weights that he put on weight. Was 

this normal for winter? Did you give him more food? Does he do this every year?   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Many of our raptors put on extra weight in the winter time – it’s kind of like putting on an extra 

layer – maybe like bundling into their winter coats, if you will! “Bulking up” a little bit 

helps them stay warm. Since that’s a good thing, we don’t put them on diets – unless they 

are getting TOO heavy and unhealthy. But typically we wouldn’t want to try to make 

them lost a bunch of weight in the winter anyway. Gus does typically "bulk up" each year 

-- he's weighing in at about 1.0 kgs right now!   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
Will Gus 'take off' this weight normally or will you have to put him on a diet?   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
He'll do a little bit of self-regulation in the spring and probably won't eat all of his food -- we'll 

cut him back a bit as well rather than serving up extra "rations".   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
Wow, that's more than the 925 grams he was in December!   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Yes -- it's finally gotten a bit colder here in Virginia!   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
Do barred owls in the wild do the same thing? put on the extra weight?   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Wild birds do bulk up in the wintertime, but they generally don't have the same risk of being 

OVERweight (Gus is okay ... some other birds here are a smidge overweight). Wild birds 

are much, much more active that on our non-releasable birds though. Wild birds have to 

fly and find and hunt for their food – so I guess it’s like making a comparison to a 

marathon runner vs. a couch potato – you just don’t see overweight marathon runners!   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
Did Gus get anything special for Christmas? (Will he ever get to go on t.v for Todd's show?)   
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Gus didn’t get anything special on the actual day, but he (and some others) received an “after 

Christmas” present – a Christmas tree! He doesn’t seem to do much with it, but I like to 

think it just brightens up the enclosure a bit.   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
And I do hope to get him on Todd's segment again -- maybe next time I go!!   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Gus wandered in one day and saw OUR Christmas tree in the lobby!   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
I can't hear with all the squeals of delight!!!!! Did you hear?   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
I think I can hear that all the way over here!   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
For those who may not know, those owls on our Christmas tree are from Mrs. Matheson's class.   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
And we hope that Theylor and Kayla are setting into the class -- I imagine their new classmates 

are catching them up on ALL things Gus!!   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
Now, we have a few questions about Pignoli (we watched your interview) How did he lose his 

eye (John, Asia) Can you replace his lost eye? How big is Pignoli compared to Gus?   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Pignoli suffered some head trauma years ago – he was found beside a set of railroad tracks. Both 

eyes were injured and one eye was very badly damaged. To prevent infection and more 

problems, the veterinarians removed it.   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Let’s see … Pignoli is about 240 grams right now (okay … he/she IS overweight) and Gus is 

about 1.0 kg lately … so that makes Gus 4x heavier than Pignoli. As for height … well, 

we don’t really measure our education animals or patients here, but on average, Screech-

owls are about 8 inches tall, and Barred Owls are maybe about 18 inches tall? So less 

than half the height of Gus.   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
We can’t replace the eye – I don’t think they make glass eyes for Screech-Owls – but that’s 

okay! Pignoli doesn’t seem to mind too much. Feathers kind of grow over that area where 

he is missing the eye, and we certainly don’t mind how he looks.   
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Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
How is Buddy doing? (Genesis)   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Good! I expect Darcie will be working on a training update sometime soon. Hope you guys got a 

chance to see him in his pond! http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ja3bHaopAh4   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
I know we're jumping around - lots of questions. We used some of the Year in Review to 

practice cause and effect and questions came up from that.   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Oh good! So glad you guys read those stories!   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
Asia wants to know the date when the western grebe was released. Nadia wants to know when 

was the duck released? Genesis wants to know if Katie had to take a bath in tomato juice 

to get rid of the smell.   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
I'm going to throw some links in here to some of the stories -- in case other viewers haven't read 

them!   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
http://www.wildlifecenter.org/wp/2011/12/2011-year-dr-dave-mcruer/  

The Western Grebe was released on February 14 – just 4 days after it arrived. A quick turn-

around after we removed that fish hook!  

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
http://www.wildlifecenter.org/wp/2011/12/2011-year-dr-adam-naylor/  

The duck was released on Halloween which was about three months after it arrived. A much 

longer recovery after Dr. Adam’s surgery.  

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
http://www.wildlifecenter.org/wp/2011/12/2011-year-katie-white/  

I don’t think Katie used tomato juice – maybe just regular laundry stuff for her clothes (maybe 

why that didn’t work too well and she had to throw out her jeans??)   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
Samantha wants to know why baby squirrels have to be fed 5-6 times a day? Deyvi wants to 

know what color are squirrels eyes?   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Baby squirrels are fed every 2-3 hours when they are very young – that’s just how often their 

moms have to feed them! So when they are with us, we space that out over the course of 

our 11-hour day of operation – and that comes out to about 5-6 times for us for the 
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younger ones. If we admit very, very tiny squirrels that need more than 6 feedings a day, 

we transfer them out to an at-home permitted rehabilitator who can get up during the 

night to feed!   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Squirrel eyes are dark – so I’m going with a very dark brown. I don't know that I've really 

thought about examining them!   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
Nadia has a message for Randy - She said she agrees with him about KS defending her stuff.   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Ha! Excellent.   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
Nadia also wanted to ask Congowings if the squirrels are staying in her yard?   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Congo said that yes, they stayed in her yard. With 6 other squirrel friends. Unfortunately. :)   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
Has the King and Queen BAEA gone to its new home yet? How is it doing?   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Not yet, but we actually just found out this week that Maymont’s permits came in for this bird. 

So they will be picking up the eagle next week to go to his new home! He is doing just 

fine but we will be glad to send him off so we have a little more room here -- and will be 

happy to see him settle into his new exhibit.   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
Alex would like to know what was the first animal treated at WCV?   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Well … how about the first five?  

  

According to Ed, “I remember the first five patients we admitted back in 1982 – two Barred 

Owls, a gull, a Red-shouldered Hawk, and a Red-tailed Hawk. Two of those birds didn’t 

make it; two were successfully rehabilitated and released.”  

  

The 5th – the Red-tailed Hawk – became our first education bird. That’s why we use a Red-tailed 

Hawk as a sort of “logo” – on all of our letterhead!   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
How many patients are there with lead poisoning, what are they and how are they doing?   
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
We have two lead positive patients here right now that we are treating -- the Chesapeake Bald 

Eagle and the Red-tailed Hawk. Both seem to be okay for now -- they are undergoing a 

second round of treatment and I believe both get lead rechecks tomorrow or Saturday. 

But they are both standing! Unfortunately, the other lead positive eagles did not make it, 

and we also admitted a Black Vulture with very very high lead levels -- he did not make 

it either.   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
Patient 11-2349 - how is it doing? How long will it take for the shell to grow back? (Gualberto)   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
http://www.wildlifecenter.org/wp/2011/09/wcv-vets-monitor-box-turtle-shell-regeneration/  

  

Well, sadly, he is not doing all that well. We are still waiting for biopsy results to come in to see 

what’s going on with his liver and other internal organs. Unfortunately, this is the risk we 

take with the turtles – they are unlike the birds and mammals we see here – if there is a 

problem, sometimes it takes a loooonnng time for it to show up. So we’ll have to wait 

and see … we’re all pulling for him though, after all that injury and repair! The shell can 

take years to entirely grow back in – but his fractured portions are pretty stable at this 

point.  

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
Why does the eye on that turtle look so big?   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
In that first picture, he has his eye closed – and you can see his puffy eyelids. That was on 

admission – so he wasn’t feeling too well and was also probably still sleepy from his 

treatment!   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
Do turtles eyes change color? Edgar just asked from across the room.   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Well, for the Eastern Box Turtle, some of the males will develop red eyes (the iris part) as they 

mature. But not all of them get those bright red eyes (like in my avatar!)   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
What happens if a turtle's shell is off for too long? (Alex)   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
I’m not sure what you mean by “off” … but if there was a chunk out of the shell (like this guy) 

and it went untreated – the turtle would get an infection and would not survive. If it was 

off-off – well, the turtle would be in trouble!!  

  

http://www.wildlifecenter.org/wp/2011/09/wcv-vets-monitor-box-turtle-shell-regeneration/
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When the shell is cracked or a chunk is missing, they are always at an increased risk of infection 

since the crack/chunk is usually right into their body cavity – and it’s general not great to 

have those organs see the light of day! But turtles never cease to amaze me – they can 

bounce back from some really traumatic injuries. So the vets will continue to treat this 

turtle, and we’ll continue to hope!   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
Alex means if a turtle doesn't have a shell (all of it).   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Big trouble! Since the shell protects all of the turtle's internal organs, I'm afraid a turtle without a 

shell wouldn't survive!   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
It looks like NX is paying attention to our lesson! She is sitting so nicely on her perch.   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
What a good bird!   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
We can see her bumpers really good.   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
They are pretty heavy-duty! Lots of duct tape on just the outside layer to prevent her picking at 

them ... or rather, to let her pick at something. Sometimes they put on "distractors" -- 

little flaps for the birds to nibble on rather than picking at the part that will fall apart.   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
Now, some questions about the barred owl patient. How is it doing? What is wrong with it? 

(Giselle).   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
You guys are so good – picking up on the fact that we have a Barred Owl patient from that 

Thanksgiving post! The Barred Owl was hit by a car in early November and had a lot of 

damage to its right wing – a fracture and some wounds and also some eye injuries.   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
The owl is okay for now, but isn’t flying as well as we’d like. There has been a little bit of 

“contraction” on the right wing – meaning that the owl can’t get full extension of that 

wing. We hope to see improvements with time, but the bird may not be able to be 

released, as it can’t fly silently. The vets are also monitoring for arthritic changes, as the 

break was near the owl’s joint.   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
Joan says those bumpers are good since she doesn't have anyone to tell her not to scratch at it!   
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Yes, that's about right!!   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
Orlando wants know how the peregrine falcon is doing?   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Seems to be doing well! The peregrine DID have surgery this morning. I am awaiting full details 

but I know the bird is recovering and apparently Dr. Miranda and Dr. Adam high-fived 

after the surgery.   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
And, now to create some controversy with CN/EN - will we get to see him/her on the critter cam. 

We'd LOVE to see a live barred owl since they don't live in our part of the country.   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Believe it or not, I actually did think about that – but after consulting with the vets, and figuring 

out all their bird rearranging, they needed the flight pen space for some other birds that 

were close to release. Sometimes we have to do a lot of planning with the bird-shuffling 

here! Knowing that this bird could be non-releasable too … I was hoping to make sure 

we had a happy outcome story lined up after the loss of the RTHA. (not that we can ever 

guarantee these things).   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
I hope we can have one on cam though at some point for you guys!   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
Miss Amanda, would you explain to my students what happened to the RTHA that was on 

camera. Many didn't get on the blog over the long weekend. They noticed there was a 

different bird.   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Sure. On Monday, the vets did another set of radiographs on the hawk. If you guys remember, 

we had been seeing some changes in that injured wing for the past month or so -- every 

time we took rads, we were seeing some small changes, meaning that the injury wasn't 

stable.   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
On Monday, the big thing that the vets noticed was that the hawk's elbow was incredibly swollen 

-- about double the size of the two weeks before, and even then it was swollen. Dr. 

Miranda drew fluid from that swollen area the next day and found that it was joint fluid.   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Unfortunately, that means bad things ... that means that the joint capsule was affected. The joint 

capsule is filled with fluid -- basically it makes a nice cushion for the bones in there, so 

they don't knock together (painful).   
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
When the capsule is damaged like that -- and the joint is damaged, there unfortunately aren't any 

treatment options -- no way to fix. And considering it was likely painful, we had to make 

the tough decision to euthanize the hawk.   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
We're not sure WHY it happened -- but are guessing that that initial shoulder injury just caused 

the hawk to hold its wing differently -- and very slowly, over time, it caused all sorts of 

problems.   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
What is joint fluid?   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
It's the stuff in the elbow that lubricates and forms a cushion so that the bones don’t rub on each 

other (the humerus and the ulna radius).   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
What happens when you euthanize an animal? What do you do/how do you do it?   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
The veterinarians anesthetize the animal first -- just like they would for doing radiographs or 

major procedures. So it's just a gas that makes them very sleepy. Once they are asleep, 

the vets give an injection of the euthanasia solution, and that very quickly makes the 

animal's heart stop. Since they don't anything when they are anesthetized, it's a humane 

way of letting them go.   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
And also makes sense of why the other term is often used "putting them to sleep".   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
We will need to start wrapping this up since we have 30 minutes before we go home. We have a 

few questions for you and EN/CN about space. Are you ready?   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Oh goodness!! About SPACE? I will do my best ... help me EN/CN...   

  

Comment:  
We’re ready and willing!   

 

Comment:  
UT OH questions for us????   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
I just asked Dr. Adam what he knew about space and he said "if you're running out of it, you can 

use storage boxes and things like that". I think we're in trouble, here.   
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Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
Question 1 - How old is the star closest to the Earth?   

  

Comment:  
OH MY!!!   

  

Comment:  
Got my pencil and paper ready!   

  

Comment:  
Do they think we are smarter than a 5th grader ???? LOL   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Ummm ... a lot?   

  

Comment:  
Ummmm....really really old??   

  

Comment:  
Really old!!   

  

Comment:  
NX is a star - and she's close to Earth :)   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
Question 1 - How old i the star closest to the Earth?   

  

Comment:  
OH MY!!!   

  

Comment:  
Got my pencil and paper ready!   

  

Comment:  
Do they think we are smarter than a 5th grader ???? LOL   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Ummm ... a lot?   

  

Comment:  
Ummmm....really really old??   

  

Comment:  
Really old!!   
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Comment:  
NX is a star - and she's close to Earth :)   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Ha!   

  

Comment:  
Millions of years....   

  

Comment:  
It would be the sun but don't know it's age. Maybe 5 billion years?   

  

Comment:  
Older than me and I am OLD>   

  

Comment:  
Billions and billions of years old   

  

Comment:  
Older than dirt   

  

Comment:  
500 billion years old   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
How about a number?   

  

Comment:  
If the star closest to earth is the sun its more than 3 billion years old   

  

Comment:  
Sun is estimated at 4.5 billion years   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Ohh, seems like we're honing in around the 4 billion mark?   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
4.56 billion years old (about halfway through its life)   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Oh, not bad everyone!!   

  

Comment:  
Good job Peeps!!!   
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Comment:  
It is the sun, and it is exactly 12 years older than me :o)   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
What are stars made of (we're looking for two things)   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Dr. Adam thinks glitter.   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
I'd think gas ...   

  

Comment:  
Hydrogen and . .   

  

Comment:  
Stars are made of gas and rock ?   

  

Comment:  
Gas is one component   

  

Comment:  
gas and carbon   

  

Comment:  
Gas?   

  

Comment:  
Hydrogen and helium?   

  

Comment:  
Get Dr. Adam and his storage boxes!!!!   

  

Comment:  
Gas and more gas   

  

Comment:  
Hydrogen for one   

  

Comment:  
Hydrogen and oxygen   

  

Comment:  
Hollywood and makeup!!!   
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Comment:  
Helium and Hydrogen   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
We're a little worried about Dr. Adam - glad he's a vet and not an astronomer or astronaut! lol   

  

Comment:  
Helium to make them stay up in the sky.   

  

Comment:  
Star dust of course   

  

Comment:  
73 % hydrogen 25 helium the last 2% other elements   

  

Comment:  
Hydrogen and helium   

  

Comment:  
LOL I like Dr. Adams answer too funny!   

  

Comment:  
Lights and batteries, lots of them   

  

Comment:  
Fire?   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
Gas is one (we're not too specific about which ones)   

  

Comment:  
Oh Mrs. Matheson's class knows more than I do!!!!   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
and rock?   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
Yes, dust and gas!   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Dust is kind of like glitter.   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
What does the brightness of a star depend on?   
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Amount of glitter? (Dr. Adam may need to go home now).   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
The size?   

  

Comment:  
How old it is   

  

Comment:  
It's age   

  

Comment:  
light from other planets   

  

Comment:  
The brightness of a star depends on its age?   

  

Comment:  
Distance from the earth   

  

Comment:  
How many light years away it is??   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
I'm going with how old it is? Izzy2cool's in school ... that sounds good ...   

  

Comment:  
Dr. Adam's glitter is just bright dust :o)   

  

Comment:  
I am ROLLING at Dr. Adam’s answers!   

  

Comment:  
How much the sun is shining on it. :-)   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
How close it is so distance from Earth is correct!   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Oh, darn   

  

Comment:  
NX looks like she's just sitting there soaking in all this knowledge!! She probably knows all the 

answers. She just doesn't know how to stay out of the road!   
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Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
And our final question (actually the teacher's to see if her students are paying attention) How 

long does it take the light from the sun to reach the the earth (us)?   

  

Comment:  
a light-year   

  

Comment:  
24 hours?   

  

Comment:  
3 million years???   

  

Comment:  
About 8 light minutes.   

  

Comment:  
One light year?   

  

Comment:  
That's a tough one....   

  

Comment:  
Sorry Amanda, I'm in school but science isn't what I study :)   

  

Comment:  
4 minutes   

  

Comment:  
Lots of light years   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Oh my. We are all over the place on this one.   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Dr. Adam thinks he knows this ... but he can't remember ...   

  

Comment:  
A Congo minute?   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
ha!   
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Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
There is one right answer posted so far . . .   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
And she lives in Arizona! Yay!!!!!   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Ohhh, 8 light minutes ??   

  

Comment:  
I am just going to be quiet   

  

Comment:  
My husband says around 8 1/2 minutes depending on where we are in our orbit.   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
Well, if Congo-minutes is 8 minutes, then yes! If the sun were to 'go out', it would take us just 8 

minutes to 'find out.'   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Hmmm. That could be a congominute.   

  

Comment:  
Mrs. Matheson, Thank you for what you do for your students. I wish we had more like you   

  

Comment:  
Laughing out loud at the office, everyone is looking at me!!LOL Dr. Adam Little worried about 

you.. hahahah..   

  

Comment from Mrs. Matheson’s class:  
Okay, we need to go! Thanks for all the information. we have alot to discuss and finish our 

science journals. Hope everyone learned something today! Have a great afternoon, 

everyone!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!   

  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:   
Thanks, class! It was a fun afternoon!! I'll leave you with this:   

  

Comment:  
Bye KIDS!!!!   

  

Comment:  
I have totally failed! This has been so educational and fun!   

  

Comment:  
Bye - bye everybody!!!   
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Comment:  
Mrs. Matheson's class you are all very smart and ask fantastic questions thank you!   

  

Comment:  
Thank you Mrs. Matheson and class. irt as a learning experience for us too!   

  

Comment:  
I enjoyed your visit and your questions, Mrs. M's Class.   

  

Comment:  
Awwwwww! What a great photo!!!!   

  

Comment:  
This is the first time I've been able to watch a "Cam in the Classroom" session - I am very 

impressed with the kids' questions and am learning from them too.   

  

Comment:  
And, I get to see Mrs Matheson's class too! Hi Class! I love to see your critter cam class times! 

Thank You!   

  

Comment:  
Amanda you did a very nice job of explaining to the kids about RTHA and what happened.   

  

Comment:  
Nice explanation on the RTHA!!!   

  

Comment:  
What a beautiful close-up of our diva! Am enjoying all these great questions (and answers!) from 

Ms. Matheson's class!   

  

Comment:  
And please tell the children that the Christmas ornaments are beautiful!!!   

  


